
Benefice Ministry/PCC meeting and social (with puddings) 

Tuesday 23
rd

 October 2012 at Offord Church Rooms 

Present: Denise Heath, Talvia Gatward, Elspeth Thomas, Lorraine Toogood, Rachel Noble, 

Richard Noble, Richard Bunyan, Ally Barrett, Patti Hatswell, Bernard Hatswell, Chris Bylett. 

These were the main topics of informal discussion: 

In what ways does cross-fertilisation already occur and work well across the two parishes, 

and how might we build on this? 

• Offord Women’s Guild is about half Offord, half Buckden at present, and is probably 

the most successful example of cross-fertilisation.  

• We noted that the railway line and the river present a very real psychological barrier to 

people, but that they are not insurmountable if there is sufficient incentive to cross 

over, and if there is enough commitment to the event or group to make people willing 

to set off early. 

• We noted that both villages are ‘busy’ villages. Church events have to fit into a 

schedule of wider village events, and that clashes are inevitable, which can be another 

reason why people don’t travel between the villages for church events as much as they 

might do.  

• We noted that the fact that there is no group quite like the Guild in Buckden was part 

of the reason why Buckden folk felt motivated to be part of it, but this was not the 

whole story – there are plenty of groups that are held in Buckden and are open to the 

whole benefice, but do not attract Offord people, for instance.  Further reflection was 

needed on what really does encourage people to travel. 

How might we worship together more? 

• The mood of the meeting was still that the old 5
th

 Sunday pattern was unhelpful, but 

that it was well worth pushing those special events in which each church specialises.  

Offord’s Songs of Praise services are a case in point, as were the St Mary’s special 

Evensongs. 

• There was some discussion about whether really plugging the Mattins service at Offord 

to Buckden folk who enjoy Mattins might result in a larger congregation at Offord on 

the 3
rd

 Sunday, which then might be able to start to sing the service (beginning with 

the responses and canticles and moving on to the psalm). This would require a more 

competent organist than the Rector!  John Hitchin could be approached.  

• If the St Mary’s Open Ministry meeting were moved to the 2
nd

 Sunday, that would 

leave the evening of 4
th

 Sunday open for benefice services, special evensongs, and the 

like. More thought is needed as to whether a regular pattern can be sustained.  

  



How might we improve and streamline the way that the two churches communicate with 

the congregations, and with the wider villages? 

• At present: Offord’s ‘Out and About’ is a church magazine distributed to every house in 

the village every two months.   There is room for any amount of church information in 

this publication.  By contrast, St Mary’s only has very limited space in the Buckden 

Roundabout.  St Mary’s therefore also does a monthly newsletter, which is distributed 

to c.150 people by email or in hard copy. The Pew sheet ostensibly reaches all those 

who attend either church, but is often left unread.  

• We asked the communications group from St Mary’s to consider the following ideas: 

- The devotional material in the pew sheet (collects, bible references, reflection on the 

gospel) were much appreciated, and might be given out in a smaller format as people 

arrive. This document would have to be attractive and welcoming. 

- The personnel-related information (readers, intercessors, sidesmen etc) might be 

displayed on a large print poster somewhere where it might be seen by people as they 

arrive. 

- Calendar information – dates and details of events – might be better distributed as 

people leave, and this might give opportunity for conversation and a ‘follow up 

welcome’.  This document could also be emailed out to everyone on the email list, and 

uploaded onto the websites.  A rolling monthly calendar on this sheet might be most 

useful, with everything in chronological order (including any items that need further 

expansion) – but NB would this mean we no longer needed the St Mary’s monthly 

newsletter?   

- An alternative idea involved making the St Mary’s monthly newsletter a benefice-

wide publication, for distribution via email and on the websites, and in hard copy for 

those without internet access (ie retaining the single-issue-per-month rather than 

having a rolling monthly events sheet).  

- Anything more than the very basic main contact information might be better housed 

in a welcome pack rather than reprinted every week.  

- It was also noted that the more words there are in a document, the less likely it is 

that people will even begin to read it.  

In summary, how might we (a) communicate effectively across the benefice, (b) create 

a document or documents that people actually want to read, (c) avoid unnecessary 

duplication of unchanging information, and (d) enable those with and without the 

internet to have up to date and helpful information about what is happening, (e) save 

paper, (f) save money, (g) save time… 

Not only did we enjoy a very fruitful series of discussions, we also enjoyed lemon mousse, 

banana and maple syrup sticky pudding, profiteroles, éclairs, strawberry cheesecake, mini-

cupcakes, and a selection of cheese and biscuits.  Unsurprisingly, we felt it would be well 

worth meeting again under similar circumstances! 

 


